University Celebrates Franklin's Anniversary
With Honorary Degree At Convocation

Doctorates Conferrad Upon Five Whose Schools Honored Franklin's Work During His Lifetime

Honorary degrees were conferred upon the heads of the five institutions which honored Benjamin Franklin during his lifetime at a Founders Day convocation in Irvine Auditorium, Saturday, where the heads of five universities which had honored Franklin during his lifetime were similarly honored.

12 Awards Given By Alumni Society

Twelve awards of merit were presented by the General Alumni Society at their annual Founders Day Luncheon, Saturday. Honorary degrees were presented to five undergraduates and eight alumni in the Founders Day Convocation.

Penn Suffers Second Ivy Loss

In Bowing to Harvard, 86-78

President of the University Gaylord P. Harwell and Preident Edwin B. Williams lead the Foundation Luncheon at Harvard, Saturday, where the heads of five universities which had honored Franklin during his lifetime were similarly honored.

Public Apathy In National Questions
Sign of Civilization Decay: Mumford

Destructive Retaliation Policies Characterized
As Symptoms of Moral Depravity in Final Address

Lack of public reaction to important national questions is one of the symptoms of the decay of our civilization, Lewis Mumford told the large audience in Dietrich Hall Friday.

Attacking those who believe a policy must be right because "the experts say it's right," Mumford reasserted his views against the construction of mass destruction weapons which puts our nation in the running in a "fat the mouse race, those who are rich, wise, and judicious," he said. If the United States becomes the exacting demands of technocratic systems, "we are lost," he said. Those who are rich, wise, and judicious, Mumford said, "are not necessarily so conscious in the pursuit of their own study or research imposes and engendered by an academic life."
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James Patterson, president of the General Alumni Society, places a wreath in front of Franklin's statue in commemoration of the founder's 230th birthday.

Academic proceedings leave Houston Hall sealed for the convention in Irvine Auditorium. Mayor harker is E. Craig Swetten. The two uniformed men behind him are members of the First City Troop.
Unbeaten Harvard
Routs Mermen 68-16

Harvard's unbeaten swimming team lived up to all its advanced billing as a power in the East as it easily defeated the Pennsylvania varsity squad, 68-16, Friday night at Cambridge.

Penn captain Parlade Johnstone prevented the Cardinals from taking a first in every event when he won his specialty, the 100-yard backstroke. He has now won the most competitions, Harvard, two, in all the other events.

Besides Johnstone's first in the backstroke event the Quakers bested two seconds, one in the 200-yard medley relay and one in the 200-yard breaststroke.

Captain Johnstone proved the second in the medley while sophomores A. Sears and Dyer all took firsts.

In last year's 64-20 Harvard win, the Quakers notched 20 firsts and equalled the stat in the breaststroke event.

For the Cantabs NCAA finalists in the freestyle race, set a new Harvard dual-meet record for the event when he won the 200 yard event in 1:24.2.

Granais Hits 222; Tops I-F Bowling Competition

Toumanian Pub is atop the Red division of the Inter-Fraternity bowling league with Alpha Chi Chi Phi and Beta Phi tied for the lead in the White division at the end of the first competition. The Blue division is topped by Alpha Xi Pi and Beta Zeta Tau after two weeks of play.

Betina Gripon topped the loops last week with a high game of 230, while Harvey Murray of the Quakers, which are unranked, threw a 222. Theta Phi Alpha scored two, 222 pointers last week.

Quaker Cagers
Beaten, 86-78

(Continued from Page One)

The Penn junior varsity basketball clash at LaSalle marks the fourth game in the last ten days for La Salle that has been a heavy hitter. Senior Joe Kennedy has connected for 69 points in four games for a 17.3 average. The 69 forward also boasts a gaudy 23 for 30 from the foul line.

The Quakers lost their 14th game in a losing streak to 3-7, 1953.

Sturgis, whose performance ranked as one of his best of the season, started hitting with six minutes of the second half gone and pumped in 12 points, as it looked as if Penn might finally pull away. But the Quakers fell 81 at the 16-minute mark.

Sturgis' 31 points in a losing cause was high for the game. In addition, the Quaker co-captain took 12 of 14 free throws at the foul line. Kennedy also boasts a gaudy 23 for 26 from the foul line.

Rho were deadlocked, 2-2, along with Sigma Alpha Mu and Alpha Chi Omega and Phi Kappa Sigma, respectively. The Phi Alpha B squad.

In the Blue loop, Kappa Sigma, Kappa Xi, Theta Pi, Alpha Xi Pi Omega and Phi Kappa Sigma were victorious.

The Quaker Frosh is a formidable team that is backed by Alpha Xi Chi on the floor and we must concentrate on our own game.

The Blue division, Delta Upsilon and Sigma Nu scored six victories over Tau Delta Phi and Sigma Chi, respectively.

Delta Tau lost their first 49-45, falling to Sigma Delta, 3-1, Alpha Tau Omega and Phi Kappa Sigma, their matching one, 5-1, and Sigma Phi Epsilon and Sigma Alpha Mu and Alpha Chi Omega.

For real enjoyment—real beer!
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Forrest, today. Forrest is in Indiana Bell's Engineering Department, working with
carrier facilities—the means by which a number of telephone calls can be sent simultaneously over one circuit.

Forest is given the basic circuit and equipment requirements for a job. "My boss turns me over to me," Forrest says, "and I take it from scratch." Forrest does the complete engineering job. He writes the specifications, including wiring plans and the list of equipment for the job. Then the installers take over.

"I really feel that I'm contributing to the telephone business," Forrest says. "My wife does too. When we're in the car we get a kick out of it. We're looking forward to many more years of service to this business. It's the place to move ahead."
Mumford Leaves Penn

He illustrated this by present- ing the key Club as part of their pro- gram of bringing prominent University members to lecture informally. The program was designed "as a powerful incentive as well as an effort to break the bear of absence from the Uni- versity where he has taught for the last five years.

In his introductory remarks before accepting questions from the audience, Mumford described himself as "an Emersonian Scholar, Man thinking." He then briefly described a portion of a university as a combination of the written discipline and of accurate thinking that come to us from three different sources: The intellectual traditions of the ancient Greeks, the vocational training of the Middle Ages, and the 16th century Humanism of the English Colleges.

Hanold Will Head Organized Classes

The University Library has now on display an unusual col- lection of writings relating to colonial days of the University. One of the documents is an Ohio history, "The Conflict With Morality, and Other Behavior of the Students and Scholars of the University of Pennsylvania," dated December 10th, 1809, and taken from the minutes of the Board of Faculty, it calls for a strictness which modern students would find strange.

One of the laws states "When the schools are dismissed, the boys shall not remain in the University, but shall immediately depart without notice, and without entry to his respective room, so as to be at the disposal of his parent or to those under whose care he is placed."

In other sections of the exhib- it there are rare copies of "Poor Richard's Almanac."